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Abstract

There should be an abstract of course. Here it is!
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Preface

I want to thank Donald Knuth, who made TEX.
(By using \addchap instead of \chapter the preface is not numbered, but

still mentioned in the table of contents. This comes from the KOMA classes that
stupp inherits from.)
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1. Introduction

By using an option thesis to the document class stupp it will change to be
meant for writing a thesis here.

• It will make a title page customized for theses here.

• There are new commands for stating your supervisor(s) who will be men-
tioned on the title page.

• It will extend the KOMA report class instead of the KOMA article class, so
the text should divided in Chapters.

• It will use fonts=uu to get the fonts that is part of the graphical profile of
Uppsala University.

The title page can be set up for a Bachelor Thesis with thesis=bachelor ,
or for a Master Thesis with thesis=master or just thesis , since that is the
default.
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2. History

From earlier there is been a special class stpthesis, but the intention is now (March
2017) that it is obsolete now that stupp has an option for this.

That class had some functionality that stupp hasn’t, but most of it has seldom
been used and can be achieved in various other ways.

Fredrik Norlindh presented the first Master’s Thesis in language technology in
Uppsala (Norlindh, 2012), and I mention this mostly to get at least one citation
in this example text. See http://stp.lingfil.uu.se/lila/tex/bib/ for more on how to
handle references and citations.
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A. Code

After \appendix each \chapter is an Appendix to the text. That might be a
suitable place to put code lists. Here is for example a Python program that finds
palindromes.

#! /usr/bin/ python

def palindrome (word):
reverse = word[::-1]
return word.lower () == reverse .lower ()

def findem ( minlength =4):
for word in open("/local/dict/scowl.txt"):

word = word[:-1] # remove newline at end
if len(word) >= minlength and palindrome (word):

print(word)

findem ()
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